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S=-2の核とは？
• sクォークを含むバリオンを

ハイペロン(Λ, Ξ, Σ)とよび、
ハイペロンが原⼦核中に束縛
されている核をハイパー核と
よぶ。

• そのようなハイパー核のうち、
ストレンジネスS=-2である
Ξハイパー核が今回の実験対象
である。
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ハイペロン



S=-2を研究する意義
• ハイパー核を調べることで

強い相互作⽤についての理解
を深めることができる。

• この中でもS=-1の核は約70
年前から調べられているが
データ数は限られており、
S=-2(ΛΛやΞ)のハイパー核
のデータはさらに少ない。
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https://www2.kek.jp/ja/newskek/2005/marapr/J-PARC3.html

〜40種

〜数種

〜3000種

https://www2.kek.jp/ja/newskek/2005/marapr/J-PARC3.html


過去の実験結果
• エマルション実験

or scattering in the materials in the spectrometer. In addition,
the pulse-height information of the TOF counters was used
to reduce the background due to accidental hits and nuclear
interactions in the counters. The K1 momentum spectrum
was obtained by selecting the events in the mass range from
430 to 570 MeV/c2. The background due to the misidentifi-
cation of p1 as K1 was estimated to be less than 0.2% by
extrapolating the tail of the p1 peak. The reconstruction
efficiency for K1 in the momentum range 1.6.PK1

.0.95 GeV/c is constant.
Figure 3 shows the missing-mass spectrum as a function

of the excitation energy (EJ) of the J2111B system,
namely, J

12Be hypernuclei. The absolute energy scale was
determined within 60.5 MeV by observing the peak posi-
tion of J2 (1321 MeV) and J*2 (1535 MeV) productions
from the hydrogen in SCIFI. The missing-mass resolution is

5.6 MeV/c2 ~rms! for the reaction K21p!K11J2 . We
have analyzed the SCIFI data in order to reduce the back-
ground events. First, events having secondary interaction
vertices in the SCIFI target ~0.08 interaction length! were
rejected. One of those is the K̄02K0 conversion process,
@K21(p)!K̄01(n),K̄0!K0,K01(p)!K11(n)# , which
can be clearly identified by the SCIFI data. Second, the back-
ground caused by false tracking has been rejected by requir-
ing that the tracks of K2 and K1 at the target predicted by
the tracking chambers should be consistent with those ob-
served in the SCIFI data. The spectrum shown in Fig. 3 was
thus obtained by rejecting these background events.
The events in the ‘‘unbound’’ region are mainly due to

quasifree and free J2 production. The events in the
‘‘bound’’ region are the signal of either LL , J2 hypernu-
clei, or H production. The events with a large binding energy
(BJ536, 184, and 197 MeV, where BJ52EJ) have been
investigated in more detail as possible candidates of H pro-
duction @8#. The conclusion is that there are no clear events
for H production.
Figure 4 shows an expanded view of the missing-mass

spectrum around the bound region. Here, the vertical scale is
plotted in terms of the cross section, which was deduced by
comparing the yields with the data in Ref. @8#. In order to
obtain information concerning the J2-nucleus potential, the
experimental data were compared with the theoretical spectra
~solid curve!, of which the framework is briefly described
below.
Based on the DWIA framework shown in Refs. @6,7#, the

theoretical lab differential cross section d2s(u)/dVLdEJ
was calculated for both bound and unbound J2 production.
The Woods-Saxon J2 well depth (V0

J) has been changed as
a parameter with R51.1A1/3 fm and aJ50.65 fm being
fixed. The proton wave function in the 12C target is gener-
ated by the conventional Woods-Saxon potential with V0

N

5250 MeV, R51.1A1/3 fm, and aN50.65 fm. As for the
K2p!J2K1 elementary cross section, a recent experimen-
tal value @9# is employed: a(ds/dV)K2p!J2K150.73
3(3565);26 mb/sr, where the coefficient a accounts for
the transformation between two-body and A-body frames.
In the Woods-Saxon potential model, the J2 bound

FIG. 2. Mass spectrum of the outgoing particles.

FIG. 3. Missing-mass spectrum for the 12C(K2,K1)X reaction
as a function of the excitation energy (EJ) of J2 in J

12Be for all
events below 100 MeV.

FIG. 4. Expanded view of the missing-mass spectrum around
the bound region as a function of the excitation energy (EJ) of J2

in J
12Be. See text concerning the solid lines.
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be found in the recent references !2,9" in which the
(K!,K") cross sections for the 12C and 16O targets have
been estimated for pK!#1.6 GeV/c .
The calculation was performed for 0°$#K"$16° and a

series of Woods-Saxon $! well depth parameter values:
V0$#12, 14, 16, 18, and 20 MeV. The radius and skin depth
of the $ potential were fixed at R#1.1A1/3 fm and a$
#0.65 fm. The proton wave function in the 12C target was
generated using a Woods-Saxon potential with V0N
#50 MeV, R#1.1A1/3 fm, and aN#0.65 fm. The elemen-
tary $! production cross section was set to 35 %b/sr to be
compatible with the normalization of our experimental data.
The kinematic factor & , which accounts for the transforma-
tion between the two-body and A-body frames, was set to
0.73.
As a typical example of the angular dependence of the

differential cross section, the dashed line in Fig. 3 shows the
case of the ground state for V0$#14 MeV. In order to make
a comparison between the theory and the data, we calculate
the angle-averaged differential cross sections,
'(d2(/d)dE)(E)* and fold the results with the experimen-
tal resolution. However, we first present theoretical
12C(K!,K")$

12Be spectra which have not been folded by the
experimental energy resolution but have been angle-
averaged over 0°$#K"$14°. As shown in Fig. 5, the result
for V0$#20 MeV +dashed line, has two bound-state peaks,
corresponding to the $!s- and p-orbitals. The widths of
these peaks are determined using a one-boson-exchange
model to estimate the rate for the $N→-- conversion. For
the case of V0$#14 MeV, the p state is not bound but it is
calculated as a resonance state in the continuum; therefore a
sudden rise is seen just above the threshold in Fig. 5.
Figure 6 shows experimental excitation energy histograms

for 12C(K!,K")X for two different limits on the scattering
angle of the outgoing K", #K"$14°, and #K"$8°. The data
clearly show an enhancement around zero excitation energy
when compared to a Monte Carlo simulation based on qua-
sifree $ production which has been normalized to the total
number of 12C(K!,K")X events +curve QF,.

In the same figure, the $
12Be production theoretical curves

for several $ potential well depths, folded with the 6.1 MeV
rms experimental resolution, are shown for comparison with
the data. The expected location of the ground state of --

12 Be
+assuming a total binding energy of the -’s, B-- , of 25
MeV, and the thresholds for -

11 Be"- and 11B"$! pro-
duction are indicated. The normalization calculation for the
case #K"$8° is less sensitive to the model of angular de-
pendence because the spectrometer acceptance is fairly flat
over this region but drops rapidly for #K"%8° as shown in
Fig. 3; we present the results for both the entire acceptance
and for #K"$8° in Fig. 6.
Visual inspection shows that the theoretical curve for the

value of the $-nucleus potential well depth V0$#14 MeV
agrees with the data reasonably well in the region of excita-
tion energy !20 MeV$E$0 MeV and much better than
the curve for V0$#20 MeV. If any of the observed signal
results from direct two-- production without an intermediate
$
12Be state, the discrepancy between the V0$#20 MeV re-
sults and the remaining experimental signal becomes even

FIG. 5. Results of DWIA calculations, before folding by the
experimental energy resolution, for the 12C(K!,K")$

12Be reaction
for V0$#14 MeV and 20 MeV. The cross section has been aver-
aged over the kaon angular range 0$#K"$14°.

FIG. 6. Excitation-energy spectra from E885 for 12C(K!,K")X
for #K"$14° +top figure, and #K"$8° +bottom figure, along with
$
12Be production theoretical curves for V0$ equal to 20, 18, 16, 14,
and 12 MeV. The results of a quasifree $ production calculation
are also shown +curve QF,. The expected location of the ground
state of --

12 Be and the thresholds for -
11 Be"- and 11B"$! pro-

duction are indicated with arrows.
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ਤ 1.6: ࣮ઢ Ξ− ΔWoods-Saxonϙςϯγϟϧͷਂ͞͡ײͷࢠཻ VΞ0 Λม͑ͨ࣌ͷཧ

ઢΛࣔ͢ɻۂ

KEK-PS E224࣮ݧͰଋറྖҬʹ͓͚Δ౷͕ྔܭ ɺଌఆʹ͓͚ΔΤωϧΪʔࣄ3
ղ͕ 22 MeV(FWHM)ɺBNL-E885࣮ݧͰ౷͕ྔܭ ɺΤωϧΪʔղ͕ࣄ43-67
14 MeV(FWHM) Ͱ͋Γɺ͍ͣΕ Ξ ϋΠύʔ֩ͷଋറঢ়ଶΛϐʔΫߏͱͯ͠ଌఆ͢
Δ݁ՌͱͳΒͳ͔ͬͨɻ͔͠͠ɺBNL-E885ͷ࣮݁ݧՌ͔Βɺೖࣹ K− ͷӡಈྔ͕ࢠཻ

1.8 GeV/c ͷ߹ͷੜஅ໘ੵ͕ θK+ < 8◦ Ͱɺ89±14 nb/srɺθK+ < 14◦ Ͱɺ42±5
nb/sr ͱੵݟΒΕɺ͞Βʹ Ξ− Δ͡ײͷࢠཻ Woods-Saxon ϙςϯγϟϧͷ࣮෦ͷਂ͞
VΞ0  14 MeVͱੵݟΒΕͨɻ

1.2.3 ཧతཁ

όϦΦϯؒ૬࡞ޓ༻ͷཧܕɺS = −1ͷܥͰ͋Δ Λ(Σ)ϋΠύʔ͔֩ΒಘΒΕΔ࣮
ங͞Ε͖͍ͯͯΔɻಛʹɺΛϋΠύʔ֩ͷத৺ϙςϯγϟϧεϐϯߏ͍ͯͮجʹ࣮ࣄݧ
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• カウンター実験
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P. Khaustov et al., Phys. Rev. C 61, 054603 (2000)
M Yoshimoto et al., Prog Theor Exp Phys, Volume 
2021, Issue 7, July 2021, 073D02
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(𝐾!, 𝐾")反応
• J-PARC E70実験では
!"C(𝐾#, 𝐾$) %

!"Be
の反応を⽤いる。

• ⽋損質量法
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K1.8 beamline
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target
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S-2S
S=-2 spectrometer
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モデル計算
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Figure 6: DWIA spectra with NHC-D and Ehime. Figure 7: DWIA spectra with ESC04d and ESC08a.

4. DWIA (K−, K+) reaction spectra predicted by typical Ξ-N interactions

The (K−,K+) reaction cross sections for the T = 1 Ξ-hypernuclear states of 12
Ξ Be have been

calculated in DWIA. The Ehime result (dotted line in Fig. 6) shows an ‘easy-to-understand’ spec-
trum in the sense of formal similarity to the (π+,K+) reaction: three 1− states and a substantial
2+ state are excited. In the NHC-D case (solid line), the strongly excited 2+ state comes down
sharply in direct consequence of the strong p-state attraction nature of NHC-D. It is notable in
NHC-D that the J = 1−1 (T=1) state is excited strongly. The two cases in Fig. 6 suggest a pos-
sibility of observing a Ξ-hypernuclear peak in the bound state region, if the Ξ-state width is not
large (e.g. less than about 5 MeV FWHM).

Figure 7 shows the ESC04d case (solid line) together with the ESC08a case. As the ESC04d
spin-spin interaction is very strong (even stronger than the N-N case), the spin structure of the
Ξ-hypernuclear wave functions is mixed up, so that (K−,K+) cross sections are scattered over
several high-lying J = 1− states. The 1−1 state gets only a small cross section. The reduction
of the spin-spin strength by a factor of 0.3 leads to two pronounced 1− states at lower energy
positions [20]. The most recent Ξ-N interaction, ESC08, gives the similar spectra as of the
modified ESC04d. One may refer to Ref. [24] for an idea of using spin-isospin saturated nuclear
cores (α’s) so as to be ‘free’ from the uncertainty of the sΞ · sN strength.

In conclusion, we have tested three available Ξ-N interactions in the structure calculations
and compared the DWIA outcome for the (K−,K+) reaction spectra. Being different from the
previous ‘frozen core’ treatment, the nuclear core excitations are fully taken into account. As we
do not have any experimental firm basis for the existing Ξ-N model interactions, we await the
(K−,K+) experiment to be done at J-PARC. It will not only discriminate between the existing Ξ-
N potentials, but also provide us with good opportunities of understanding hypernuclear systems
with S = −2.

The authors are grateful to Y. Yamamoto and Th.A. Rijken for providing the YNG-type Ξ-N
interactions and to E. Hiyama for discussion.
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ESC08aの場合にスペクトロメータの分解能を考慮した結果

• !"𝐶(𝐾#, 𝐾$) %
!"𝐵𝑒におけるΞのmissing mass 分布

2.2 Expected results

In the J-PARC E70 experiment, the expected number of events in the bound region is about
100 counts for the 12C(K−,K+)12

Ξ Be reaction. Assumptions for the yield estimation are shown
below. The beam intensity is assumed to be 8 × 105 K−’s per spill with the spill cycle of 4.2
seconds. It is noted that, in a beam test in 2021, the ratio of K− to π− was achieved to be 1.67
and 0.38 at the K−-beam intensity of 6.5× 105 and 8.6× 105 per spill, respectively. A typical
path length from the target to the end of the S-2S particle detector (water-Cherenkov counter)
is 8 m, and thus the fraction of survived K+’s is 0.46. The particle-detection efficiency which
takes into account various efficiencies of such as the detectors, data acquisition system, and
data analysis is assumed to be 0.5. The 9-g/cm2 thick AFT, which is mostly composed of
polystyrene (CH), is exposed to the beam for 480 hours. The assumed differential cross
section is 60 nb/sr for our angular acceptance of 0◦ ≤ θK+ ≤ 10◦. Here, the cross-section
assumption is based on a result from the past experiment at BNL [31] in which the mass
resolution was 14 MeV/c2 (FWHM).

Figure. 2 shows expected binding-energy (BΞ) spectra for the 12C(K−,K+)12
Ξ Be reaction

by a simple Monte-Carlo simulation. The assumed energy resolutions for the left and right

Figure 2. Expected spectra of the Ξ binding energy taken with the negative sign (−BΞ) for the reaction
of 12C(K−,K+)12

Λ Be. Assumed energy resolutions in the left and right panels are 14 and 2 MeV in
FWHM, respectively. J-PARC E70 aims to achieve the 2-MeV resolution in FWHM (right panel). The
peak positions and relative peak strengths for the assumed three states (Jπ = 1−1 , 1−2 and 1−3 ), which
are shown in different colors, are taken from a prediction by DWIA with the interaction model of
ESC08a [32].

panels in the figure are 14 and 2 MeV in FWHM, respectively. The left and right panels
correspond to the energy resolutions for the cases of the past BNL experiment [31] and J-
PARC E70. There are three of assumed states, Jπ = 1−1 , 1−2 and 1−3 , which are shown in
different colors. The energy levels and their relative cross sections are taken from a prediction
by DWIA calculation with the interaction model of ESC08a [32]. J-PARC E70 would be able
to observe the peak structures separately thanks to the high resolution, and provide significant
information of the ΞN interaction.

3 Λ hypernuclear study in J-PARC E94

3.1 Overview

J-PARC E94 aims to establish a high resolution spectroscopy of Λ hypernuclei with the
(π+,K+) reaction [24]. The highest energy resolution in the missing-mass spectroscopy of
Λ hypernuclei with the (π+,K+) reaction is about 1.5 MeV in FWHM, which was realized at
KEK [33]. On the other hand, the J-PARC E94 aims to achieve 1 MeV (FWHM) or a little
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T. Gogami et al., EPJ Web of Conferences 271, 11002 (2022)
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準備状況
• 2023年〜!!!
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準備状況
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散乱粒⼦の⾶⾏時間差
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ਤ 1.11: J-PARC E70࣮ݧͷηοτΞοϓ

ཚࢄɺʹ࣍ K+ εϖΫτϩϝʔλؾղ࣓ߴɺͦͷӡಈྔ৽ઃ͍ͨͯͭ͠ʹࢠཻ

S-2S ʹΑΓɺ∆p/p = 5 × 10−4(FWHM) ͷӡಈྔղͰଌఆ͢Δɻਤ 1.12 ʹ S-2S Λ
͢Δߏ Q࣓ੴͱ D࣓ੴͷࣸਅΛࣔ͢ɻS-2Sɺೖࣹ K− ͷӡಈྔ͕ࢠཻ 1.8 GeV/cʹ
͓͚Δ (K−,K+)ԠͰੜ͡Δೖࣹ K− ͷӡಈྔࢠཻ 1.38 GeV/cʹ͍ߴӡಈྔղΛ࣋
ͭΑ͏ʹઃ͞ܭΕ͍ͯΔɻਤ 1.13 ʹ S-2S ͷӡಈྔΞΫηϓλϯεΛࣔ͢ [16]ɻ͞Βʹ
S-2S 55 msrͱ͍͏͍֯ΞΫηϓλϯε༗͍ͯ͠Δɻ
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• BH2-TOF間=約10m
• 運動量=1.3GeV/c

K:35.9ns
𝜋:33.7ns
p:41.9ns

K-𝜋の時間差は約2ns。
粒⼦識別をするにはこの差で分けられ
るような性能が必要。



BH2 & TOF

• time resolutionは問題
ないが、セグメント間
の時間差は⼤きいとこ
ろで3ns
• これが⼤きなところを

占めている
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BH2 タイミング合わせ

時間差は300ps以内に
なるよう調節した。
(TOFもセグメント間の
タイミング合わせ調節済)
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90Sr(ベータ線源)



まとめ

•グザイハイパー核精密分光実験がついに始まる！

•グザイハイパー核のmissing massをこれまでにな
い分解能(2MeV)での測定を期待できる。

•年始めのrunに向け、現在準備を着々と進めている。
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